Worry-free, all-in
PACS package
Our all-in PACS covers all relevant radiology use cases, from routine and complex
reading to DICOM and multimedia vendorneutral archiving.1) With its worry-free operation (proactive and reactive service,
software always up-to-date, new features,
and education plan included), costs will
stay predictable over the long run. More
clinical users can easily be added at any
time at no additional cost. Sign up for a
long-term partnership with worry-free support and continuous innovation.

Worry-free all-in PACS
Easy to budget

Our worry-free all-in offering is
the solution for PACS reading
and archiving that’s easy to plan,
subscribe, and budget for.
Our proven PACS solution is the
radiologist’s core technology for
reading and reporting all cases, from
routine to complex – including 3D
technology. It’s designed for frequent
heavy use and supports users with
robust performance, intuitive operation, and intelligent reading tools.
As state-of-the-art imaging
IT solution, it provides powerful
storage capacities and enables
vendor-neutral archiving.1)

Over the long, the unpredictable effort and costs
involved in PACS software, maintenance, education,
and innovation result in system obsolescence and
competitive disadvantages. Inflexible and complex
vendor business models don’t allow for transparent
budget planning over the system’s lifecycle.

69% of CEOs plan

to do so in the coming
12 months 2)

1) These options are realized by seamless interfaces
to other Siemens or 3rd party products.
2) 17th Annual Global CEO Survey, Key Findings in the
Healthcare Industry, February 2014

Values:
• Predictable lifecycle costs, even over the
long haul
• Reduce operational complexity and save
costs with easy user onboarding
• Worry-free: benefit from PACS innovations

Unpredictable
effort and costs

More than half
(of healthcare CEOs)
have entered into a
joint venture or strategic
alliance in the past
12 months and a full

✓ Software
✓ Diagnostic Tools
✓ Multimedia
✓ Users
✓ VNA
✓ Services
✓ Education

69%

Flexible business models to
fit your investment strategy
The time is right to optimize your PACS IT investment
strategy. Why should you invest your budget all at
once, when you can pay one-by-one for everything?
With the all-in worry-free package, you have complete
flexibility – choose between one-time or recurring
payment models. Our easy subscription makes
budgeting even more transparent and predictable
over your system’s entire lifecycle.
Values:
• Easy subscription – entails no
or limited capital investment
• Operationalize your IT costs
• Enjoy simple, easy budgeting

Click here for more information
siemens.com/PACS
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